
Terence Mauri is the founder of Hack Future Lab, a global think tank, #1
Bestselling Author (FT Publishing / Bloomsbury) and one of the most in-demand
disruption thinkers in the world who inspires leaders to thrive in the age of
disruption.
His thinking on how to find your next cutting edge has been published in The
Economist, Forbes, Reuters, Huff Post and Wired and he has delivered keynotes for
clients including Visa, Facebook, VMware, Capital One and HSBC. Terence holds
Entrepreneur Mentor in Residence roles at MIT and London Business School and has
over 20 years track record of helping leaders turn uncertainty into action and
move beyond disruption.
Terence Mauri has first-hand experience of growing $100m+ businesses in rapidly
changing times as a former director at Saatchi & Saatchi where he advised leaders
from iconic companies including Apple, Microsoft, Netflix and Novartis.
One day a car lost control, mounted the curb and hit Terence Mauri. This terrible
accident changed his life forever and has enabled him to share new growth
strategies for one of the greatest challenges facing leaders today: transforming
your business in the face of massive and yet hard to predict disruption.
Terence Mauri delivers top-rated talks and actionable content on how to win the
future through his partnerships at Hack Future Lab and MIT. His Inc. column has
over 1 million views a month. This means new growth strategies, battle-tested
ideas and bold mindsets to scale daring and resilient leaders who embrace
disruption and re-imagine potential.
To book Terence Mauri call Executive Speakers Bureau at 901-754-9404.

Testimonials

Terence Mauri

“Incredible mind-shifting, call-to-action speech! Very inspiring.”

- Nestle.

"It’s been a pleasure to work with you, Terence! Great job on the keynote … and
I really mean that. Your energy and material was right on!” 

- Gartner.
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